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 The Kelleys, my family on my mother’s side, tell a tale handed down for generations. 

The story relates how their ancestors came over the ocean in a sailing ship to America. One 

of the women of the clan gave birth during the voyage. The baby was either stillborn or it 

died before the end of the trip. The mother couldn’t bear the thought of burying the babe 

at sea and hid it among their baggage, hoping to reach land and give it a proper burial. 

Shortly after the child died, whales began to buffet the ship so much that the passengers 

feared the ship might sink. The captain, a superstitious man, suspected something was 

amiss on his ship causing the whales to attack. He inquired among the passengers and 

found out about the baby and its death. He demanded that it be turned over to him and he 

cast it overboard. After this everything returned to normal and they arrived safely. 

Beloved Father and Mother
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 Since I can remember my mother has been telling everyone how I won 2nd prize 

at a baby beauty contest when I was a year old. My female cousin (daughter of Vernon 

Sanders) took first prize. Looking back from a perspective of more than fifty years, it now 

seems the high point of my life from which I have witnessed a steady decline.

Could this represent my earliest artifact? My mother la-
beled it with my age (3) and the year (1961). She must have 
helped me a great deal to make this Valentine’s Day card for 
my dad. Mom told me she taught us to read before we were 
in school (we didn’t attend preschool). Did she also teach 
us to write? Seems early. She must have guided my hand for 
the writing and provided an example for the face drawings. 
The loose separate piece yellow arrow pierces the heart on 
the cover page.
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12/7/13

This “Reel #3” is listed on page 35 of my black SAIC sketchbook that logs my old open reel tapes. It 
could very well be the earliest of any of my tapes.

Side 1
My 5th birthday is recorded here. I removed the long spaces that only have the reverse bleed of what 
is on side 2, making the wav file shorter than the tape. “Mysterious Voices (7 1/2)” and “Mysterious 
Music (7 1/2)” are reverse bleed from side 2 and will be removed. After focused scrutiny I cannot find 
“Hickory Dickory Dock” that’s supposed to occur after the bday party and before “Buddy Whistling.” 
Perhaps Buddy’s whistling is “Hickory Dickory Dock.”

Side 2, which starts with “WHO? (7 1/2)” in the sketchbook notes, could be the earlier recording than 
side 1 (no trace of myself (at least at the beginning), seems to be all recorded by Buddy and/or his 
peers). Then again, John’s bday wish to Arlene could have occurred after mine (mine is 1/27, her’s 
is 2/2). The side contains a lot of “Bozo’s Circus.” During Bozo there is my voice, mother’s voice, and 
possibly others. One instance of my voice mixing with the Bozo show is when I hear myself imitate the 
band with banjo music with my own voice, it seems to be a part that particularly impressed me (I’ve 
extracted it to its own file “Bozo Band Inspires A Mike Imitation.aif” (I’ve changed the name to “Bozo’s 
Circus Banjo Player Inspires A Mike Imitation”  I’ve also made an mp3 to upload to SoundCloud. 12-6-
2014). Removed non-info noise, silences, miscellaneous, to shrink file size.

Burned both sides to 2 CD twice. One for Mom, one for me. I believe Mom’s ended up at Buddy & 
Arlene’s.

 I associate my earliest erotic memory with Disney’s “Pinocchio” (1940, re-

released 1962 when GS was 4). When I saw that the whale Monstro had swallowed 

Pinocchio’s creator Geppetto and his cat and fish, I had an erection. Something about 

the ingestion into an inner place was the only thing I can figure. Of course, one cannot 

ignore Pinocchio’s elongating nose when he told a lie but I don’t remember any erotic 

connection to that, only to the whale. I had wet dreams based on the scenario of being 

swallowed by a giant being. I remember a particularly vivid one involving a hippo.

[another example is Disney’s “Brave Little Tailor” (released 1938) that he saw on 

Disney’s TV show]

 I tried to push my antennae out of the back of my head the way Uncle Martin 

did in “My Favorite Martian.” I recall looking at the second hand tick away toward the 

end of class (perhaps during a rest period) at my elementary school desk trying very 

hard to push them up.

 I made naked versions of Archie comics’ [comic is dated Aug 1972 (how? 

thought this was before Berwyn)] Betty, Veronica & Archie. My artwork cannot be 

shown because it was confiscated by school officials.

 I lied to Joey L that I got a girl pregnant (Dark Shadows era).

 My grandfather on my mother’s side had quite a collection of girlie magazines. 

I remember one as quite odd. The black and white images showed young ladies with the 

strangest breasts. One photo had a woman with three breasts. Another photo showed 

a woman with as many as nine breasts in three orderly rows of two. A third photo had 
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the models breast pair drooping as low as her knees, and a fourth had the girl with a 

single breast in the middle of her chest looking quite the Cyclops. The caption I can 

recall is “You can look but don’t touch.” [paragraph pre-1970]

[1970 & after] My older brother Baga Bones also had a variety of pornographic 

material, Playboy magazines and the like. He also passed along an 8mm film called 

“Honey Bee.” This little tidbit got many of the my friends excited as it showed a woman 

stripping.

You used to go to the beach with Arlene and her friends, 
can’t recall when.

Mother sent me off to a Christian camp (Phantom Ranch? Fort Wilderness?) in the 
summer of 1965. Before this I believed I was a robust muscle boy like those men in the 

sword-and-sandal movies. I felt blessed with brains and body. While at camp I discovered 
that I was the 2nd smallest kid there and this fact would hold true for the rest of my days.

Recall how you used to occasionally get 
pains in the chest at the end of each breath.  
How long did it take to get brave and 
breath in to your fullest extent? You pain 
reached a threshold and didn’t come back 
(until 1/29/16).
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Dad bought our first color TV probably in 1965. 
or 66?

Remember when your brought “Snoopy vs. the Red Baron” to Buddy’s house your 

jaw dropped to discover bass sound.
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 Movies and television often haunted my young mind. “The Blob” was re-

released in 1964 and my mother took me and my younger brother Monte to see it 

probably at a Saturday matinée.

 Young lovers are interrupted when a meteorite strikes the Earth violently. 

A lonely old man discovers a hissing rock outside his shack in the woods. He should 

have left well enough alone, instead he taunts the thing inside the rock with a stick. 

The extraterrestrial single-cell organism ingests the old man and everyone else in the 

vicinity. Originally a clear gelatin, the monster turns blood-red as it eats one victim 

after another and grows larger with each meal. It’s a painful death for the victims as 

contact with the blob burns their flesh like acid. This film frightened me so much I 

covered my face with my cap to shield myself from the screen mayhem. It did no good. I 

could still hear what was happening.

 Later at home, our mother couldn’t resist taking advantage of her son’s fear. 

She joked that she saw the blob squeezing itself under their door, coming for them. My 

reaction was predictable and she laughed.

 Other films and TV shows left me with an uncanny scene or two in my 

subconscious. A dark watery pit or well holds some ghost, often taking the form of an 

animated skeleton. This damned thing would rise from its pit and a hapless victim 

would announce that it comes for him now, and next it will come for the viewer. 

Another scene has children from outer space the same age as myself, but psychically 

advanced and taking advantage of me. These internal images have haunted me since 

childhood but they’ve also always had an eerie appeal.
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 A new dimension of bass sound graced me when I listened to the ‘Red Baron” 

song on Buddy’s stereo.

 Recall how you wanted to go mad as a child.

Mom related how I had Deputy Dog as an 
imaginary friend and told someone so in a store 
when asked why I was all alone.

Don’t forget to enter how you used to go to the beach with Arlene and her friends.

 Our mother took us to a fundamentalist Protestant Christian church. In 

Sunday school the teachers would constantly want us to pray the little prayer that 

would save us for Jesus. It went something like: “Jesus, I know I’m a sinner and need 

salvation. Please come into my heart and live with me forever more.”

 Now, I wanted to be saved and prayed many times. I certainly didn’t want to end 

up in the bad place, but I had my doubts even as a child. To begin with, when I prayed 

the prayer nothing seemed to happen. I didn’t feel changed in any way and had no 

perception of Jesus in my heart. The teachers said it wasn’t about feeling something, it 

was about faith. I gave faith the benefit of the doubt and believed.

 In elementary school around this time I learned of the notion that we evolved 

from animals. This idea seemed reasonable and to this day I thank God for the public 

school teacher that encouraged the idea. The Bible creation story really did sound a bit 

silly.

 So how did this whole Bible thing with its’ innacurate ideas that people kept 

insisting must be believed get cooked up? I had a lot of questions but the folks in 

church didn’t seem to have good answers. I eventually pictured the writers of the Bible 

as a gang of criminals like the ones I saw on “The Untouchables” TV show. Hiding-out 

upstairs in a city hotel room, they laugh as the repercussions of their Bible joke spread 

far and wide.
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Write about TV and any other synchronicities.

Skull Club founding members from left to right:
Green Skull, Red Skeleton, Blue Cougar Bones
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This “Reel #1” is listed on page 35 of my black SAIC sketchbook that logs my old open reel tapes. 
I’ve edited the different speeds to normal them, the edited file was at first the aif but now I’m editing 
directly to the wav.

I’ve so far:

Separated the original wav file into “Reel #1 Side 1.wav” and “Reel #1 Side 2.wav”

Finished “Mystery Fragment 1”

Signed off on:

“Play Lessons.wav”
“Mike & Cousin Susan Get Ready for Bed.wav”
“Reel #1 Side 1”

In the section labeled “Mike’s Indistinguishable Voice and Sounds” and/or “Me Voice Again” I can hear 
myself singing “Hey Jude!”
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  I wrote “The Secret Book of the Skull Club” for fun. My mother related that she 

remembers my brother, myself, our friends playing Skull Club as early as 1965. This 

seems a little early but makes sense as an origin limit because three major influences 

on the creation of the club went public that year. John Peterson published a children’s 

book called “The Secret Hide-out” and his Viking Club became a model for the Skull 

Club. The game “Green Ghost” influenced the choice of my secret name: Green Skull. 

1965 also saw the release of the movie “The Skull.” I saw this movie on television and it 

frightened me. Many things I saw on TV frightened me and delighted me. I created the 

club as a way to channel my fears, not unlike ubiquitous tyrants since antiquity. The 

first edition of the secret book no longer exists and this is why the revision pictured 

here has the year 1970 on its cover.

 For comprehensive documentation on this club see “The Secret Book of the 

Skull Club Volume 1: Illustrated Writings of Terror-Children” and “The Secret Book of 

the Skull Club Volume 2: Kids Stuff No More.”
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 I created the character “Nick the Cliff Dweller” around the same time or soon 

after I started the Skull Club. You will see the influence of Charles M. Schultz and 

his “Peanuts” on Nick but the content reflects an imaginary world with fantasy and 

science-fiction themes abundant. With my older brother Buddy, I composed a theme 

song for the character and his adventures and expanded the imaginary world to 

include a villain (The Mountain Countain), a robot (Nock), a monarch (King Klang), 

among many other characters. They all hailed from an island nation “Klangodia.” Don 

Martin influenced the landscapes.
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A couple of notes for pre-Berwyn: 
1) I drew chalk lines in the school 
playground to control bike traffic.
2) I noticed female butts from be-
hind when they walked –not sexu-
ally, I liked the way the lines in their 
legs would swing and wiggle as they 
walked.
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This rogues gallery represents the contribution of Tan Turtle Bones,
a collaborator in the early “Nick the Cliff Dweller” world. In future, Tan Turtle Bones 

would also join Green Skull’s musical endeavors.
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The Monster Club represented another of my social organizations based on 
the Skull Club formula. It didn’t really get past the drawing board. No one 

joined and hardly anything remains.
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 With my cartoon characters “Mr. Cookie” and “Superbad” I explored super-

hero and car enthusiast themes influenced by the animated series “Speed Racer.” Mr. 

Cook, a substitute teacher that I encountered in school, inspired the main character. 

Mr. Cook’s hair didn’t look real to me. This is how Mr. Cookie ended up with a wig from 

which he acquired his Samson-like strength.
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Replace with non-skull game?
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  I created my first oil painting at the behest of an 8th grade school teacher 

(Ms. Stein?). It came out surrealist and she liked it so much she wanted it. I have no 

photograph of it and I can’t remember how it looked. I can just barely recall candy 

colored smoke rings floating through a lonely landscape. 
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I probably drew this around the same time as
my first oil painting. The rock band Steppenwolf’s song

“Earschplittenloundenboomer” inspired it.
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 When I saw the movie “Willard” in a theater it intrigued me. Reading 

the novel that the movie was based on, “Ratman’s Notebooks,” inspired me to 

begin keeping my own journals. Make no mistake, I record in this journal true 

murderous intent for the demise of classmates I despised. If I had easy access 

to guns would I have gone the way of the school shooter? Well, who knows? I 

was not happy with those that picked on me.
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Here’s some outtakes from early Skull Club films. The top four stars Girl Skull and Skully in “Horror of 
Torture.” The bottom still is either from “The Adventures of Dr. Deadly” or “Animated Monster Scenes.” 

These films, among others, ended up stolen.
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This represents the earliest dated expression 
of the alphabet that I created allowing me to 

hide my thoughts in a secret code.
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 They had Green Skull and the rest of his classmates attend a seminar on 

avoiding drug use. Mr. Massarelli, Green Skull’s math and psychology teacher, led the 

seminar. In order to steer the students clear of certain influences Mr. Massarelli spoke 

of “acid rock” and how to recognize it and avoid it. He then put a record on, a record he 

hoped would alert the students to the dangers of this kind of drug music.   

The album he played was “Master of Reality” by Black Sabbath and the song he played 

from it was the first cut “Sweet Leaf.” Green Skull had never heard anything like it. 

In addition to the opening sound of a man coughing (whose echo sounded the way 

ultraviolet light looked), the amazing heavy guitar licks by Tony Iommi, the flooring 

bass by Geezer Butler, the intoxicating rhythms of drummer Bill Ward, the lyrics sung 

by Ozzy Osbourne, went:

Alright now, won’t you listen?

When I first met you I didn’t realize

I can’t forget you or your surprise

You introduced me to my mind

And left me wanting you and your kind, oh yeah!

 From that time on Green Skull sought out not only Black Sabbath music, he 

also was on the lookout for the drugs their songs referred to. Green Skull saw the 
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drugs, thanks to Mr. Massarelli and his anti-drug seminar, as a way to plumb the 

depths of his creative mind.
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Write about moving from grade school to high school and how 

church friends actually helped with your headspace by becoming 

actual friends.

Also treat how after drugs and yin yang comparisons you 

compared bones with blobs
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temp note: freshman picture

etting high with friends, Green Skull had an incredible experience that changed the 

trajectory of his life. This happened in the same 1974 season that Raymond Moody, 

MD., worked out his classic book, “Life After Life.” Moody records many near-death 

“symptoms” which match the altered state described here by Green Skull:

Churning chaos. Falling from a strange hole in the sky into this 

place I feel as if I am brand bizarre new, nothing having happened 

to me before, a weird clean slate. Another life has lived up to 

this point and it attaches itself to my brand new being by some 

mysterious process. Viscous sounds echo in my ears. Angelic 

beings make these sounds as they laugh. I lose my balance and 

fall backwards. The laughter of the angels stretch thin as they 

seem to lift me up and with twists and turns plant me on a 

motorcycle, just as I want them to. Even though they seem to lift 

me up on the bike, it’s my own volition that got me there. The 

falling in through the sky, the losing of my balance, my encounter 

with the angels, and my getting up and onto the motorcycle 

all feel like my past life; the one I inherited just now. I rock the 

motorcycle back and forth in slow motion, then I see a tunnel up 

ahead that I’ve already been traveling through. My eyes widen as 

I experience the awe of this tunnel. Angels laugh on the left and 

right of me as I travel through it. Their faces seem to say that I’m 
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really going to get a big kick out of the surprise that is coming 

up. At the far end of the tunnel I see a distant light. I’m traveling 

toward the light and it comes toward me. In an instant that seems 

like an eternity I reach the end of this tunnel and stand as That 

Light envelopes me. Oh! I wish I had the words to express it to 

you! From The Light a voice comes to the inside of my head, a 

voice that seems to me none other than that of the Sacred Spirit 

and It whispers: “It doesn’t matter what happens; it doesn’t 

matter what happens, it’s all going to be alright in the end.” 

I have an experience of sheer joy that words cannot adequately 

express as I seem to comprehend the whole of creation, the 

purpose of life, the joy of eternity! The closest description I can 

come up with to summarize the feeling is the phrase “mind 

orgasm” and I have a definite conviction that life is worth living 

––even with the suffering. The peak experience dissipates and I 

find myself awestruck, but back to my mundane life as Michael 

Anthony Bohacz.

 Green Skull attempted to tell a few close friends what the above experience 

meant to him but for the most part his accounts fell on deaf ears. Thus ends Volume 1 

of this Secret Book of the Skull Club and begins a new outlook on life for Green Skull.
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reen Skull fantasised about sending hordes of trained rats to tear apart 

fellow elementary school students whom he despised*. His family had 

moved from Chicago to Berwyn (a Chicago suburb) in early December 

1970 and GS had a hard time making friends at his new school. Many 

of the kids picked on him incessantly. This resulted in GS building emotional walls 

and the murderous plans mentioned above. Not so with his friends at church.  

 Emmanuel Bible Church had also made the move from Chicago to Berwyn 

and inhabited a brand new non-traditional modern 

building just blocks from where GS’s family would 

relocate to. Many of GS’s church friends had joined 

the Skull Club including Junky Jaw Bone, Tan Turtle 

Bones, and Bone Marrow. These friends were GS’s 

age, a few years older than his brother Red Skeleton 

(President of the club) and this created something 

of a divide between the brothers. GS’s church friends 

provided some continuity to his self image but there 

*For documentation of young Green Skull’s 
derangement during this period see “The Secret 
Book of the Skull Club Volume 1: Illustrated 
Writings of Terror-Children.”

still existed complicating factors.

 GS had three names. His first was Michael Anthony Montague which was 

his legal name at the time and his folks used this name to register him at his public 

schools. His schoolmates knew him as Mike Montague. His mother had remarried 

when GS was two years old and at church (where they didn’t require any official name 

registration) they called him Mike Bohacz (pronouned Boaz with long o and short a as 

in topaz). Green Skull had also created his own Skull Club secret name. Although this 

name situation didn’t actually fragment his personality to any detrimental degree, 

it also couldn’t help but reinforce his hatred for those at school who called him one 

name and at the same time reinforcing the friendship he felt for those at church that 

referred to him by a different name.

 GS entered high school in the fall of 1972 and although his folks had his name 

legally changed from Montague to Bohacz by then, he still didn’t make a lot of friends 

at school. An exception was his art teacher Ronald Mounce who became a mentor and 

greatly encouraged his creative work.

 Meanwhile at church GS attended the co-ed “Shipmates” meetings for high 

schoolers and made more friends. In addition to church activities these friends would 
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visit GS at his home to improvise comedy routines which GS would tape record. GS 

would later call this comedy troupe “Legion” and compose music with some of these 

friends.

 In early 1974 when GS had barely begun his sixteenth year on Earth, one of his 
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The sketches on the opposite page reveal meanings behind the images in this untitled work that I painted in 1973.

Sheila has this
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Junky Jaw Bone possesses this painting. (73-74? or from 75-77?)

73-74 Take Me 
Along page 109?
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new church friends turned him on to illegal drugs. GS had been curious about these 

substances for at least as long as he had heard the song “Sweet Leaf” by the band Black 

Sabbath, but he was surprised to discover that these inebriants not only introduced 

one to one’s own mind as advertised, they also revealed an unexpected realm that 

could only be described as awe-inspiring, cosmic, spiritual, visionary. These visionary 

dimensions have fascinated many folks for millennia. GS had many interesting 

experiences on these substances. 

 It couldn’t have been too many months after starting experimentation with 

drugs that GS had a certain lasting vision. While high on marijuana and just after 

being dropped off by his church-connection friend, he walked northeast on Ogden 

Avenue in Berwyn. As he smiled wide, so wide that his cheeks bulged upward, he 

experienced an impression of his own smiling face but in an altered form. This form 

interested him so much he had to draw it.

 Sketching out the vision allowed GS to better visualize it. It seemed to have a  

shape, color, texture that reminded GS of dried bone. He called it the “Mystic Bone” and 

made many drawings, sculptures, animations and videos based on it over the years. He 

pondered much about the meaning of the Mystic Bone. The first question: What strange 

fascination held sway over GS? As with other psychedelic experiences, the Mystic Bone 

seemed important to the one who experienced it but not so much to anyone else. The 

cause of the obsession couldn’t adequately be put into words, so only those who had 

had similar experiences could entertain the possibilty of understanding its import. 

Another question: Did GS create an idol? GS didn’t worship the Mystic Bone, no. He did 

feel it had its own independent existence with its own characteristics, much like the 

comic book characters he created or when GS had imaginary friends when younger. 

Many years later GS eventually decided that it represented a kind of spiritual fossil, the 

Bones of God. Not that Deity had died, rather more like the MB represented clues found 

in a spiritual archeological dig, an object left by the living God to tease and elude GS’s 

intellectual grasping, yet still seeming to point to something real.

 As with most boys his age, GS’s interest in girls increased.
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These represent the first two sketches of the 
“Mystic Bone,” drawings that Green Skull made 
immediatly after experiencing it in 1974.

This shape also interested GS very much. 
(72-73)

GS liked to draw girls without their knowledge, 
nor their clothes. 74-76

An 8-track tape decorated with a 
Mystic Bone



 204 205   Mystic Bones and other doodles 1974-75.

Legion (a comedy troupe and band) from right to left: Green Skull,
Junky Jaw Bone, Bone Marrow, Napolian Bone Apart, non-member

Boney Thorax

Captain Bones

A frame detail from Legion’s film “Miller the Important” 
with (from left) Tan Turtle Bones, Junky Jaw Bone (his 
back), Bone Marrow, Green Skull, with Napolian Bone 
Apart on camera

GS couldn’t draw faces from life yet in 1976-77.

Skinny Bones, one of Green Skull’s first 
models

Skinny Bones posing for Green Skull (76-77)
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Dunn’s Farewell to Life
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Drawings dated from 4/9/75 to 1/77. Check individual drawings
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This series is from 75 to 77. Greg Miller possesses this painting.
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This series is from 75 to 77.

This drawing is page 087 of “74-76 Take Me Along” and 
seems between summer ‘75 and end of book. I earlier calcu-
lated it from ‘76.
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Nick the Cliff Dweller goes looking for the Mystic Boney (digitally retouched).
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76-78

Rendering of another glow-in-the-dark plastic skull 
model, this one without teeth (76-77)

76-78

GS got the hang of faces in college. 
Here’s Skinny Bones again. (77-78)

GS also acquired more models in college, here’s a non-member (77-
78)
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[1]Non-member 77-78 [2]Non-member 77-78

[3]Non-member 77-78

[4]Non-member 77-78? or Char?
[5]Artist and model (non-member) 77-78? or Char?

[6]Non-member 77-78
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For spring 1977 Introduction to Psychology class at Morton College?
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77-78

77-78
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This notebook was originally used at Irving School for 8th grade. This explains the early 
but incorrect dating of my alphabet.
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A NOTEBOOK OF MICHAEL ANTHONY BOHACZ.
  BY MICHAEL ANTHONY BOHACZ.
IT’S GOING TO BE HARD LEARNING A NEW
ALPHABET. REMEMBER  THAT LEONARDO HAD
TO GET USED TO WRITING BACKWARDS, SO
FORCE YOURSELF!
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77-78

77-78
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Flamin Bonin possesses this painting.
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As of this writing this painting is lost.
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Boner worked with Green Skull on many  
creative projects in the late 1970s and early 

1980s.

Digitally enhanced frame from a Legion film “The Wizard” with Boner (left), Green Skull 
(top), and Junky Jaw Bone (right) 1978(?)

Green Skull around 20 years old lounging in his bean bag chair, two Mystic 
Bone sculptures can be seen in the upper left (77-78)

Bones posed for photos by GS 
(Sp78)
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hey accepted Green Skull’s 

application for study at the School 

of the Art Institute of Chicago based 

on his paintings. He began there 

in the fall of 1978 and could take classes in 

virtually any order. This was because he finished 

all his prerequisite courses at his former school 

Morton College. The freedom was liberating, not 

least because SAIC had a policy of pass-fail grades. 

In addition to painting and sculpture at SAIC, he 

studied photography and filmmaking, eventually 

discovering sound and video as art, with the digital 

revolution just getting under way.

Green Skull in early 1979; photo by Skinny Bones

Photo of my best Mystic Bone sculpture (fall 1979)
Fellow sculpture student and 
non-member Shannon Riley posing 
for a photo by GS (fall 1979)
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Green Skull left this Mystic Bone painting unfinished as he grew more inter-
ested in film and video
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Ms. Bones Jones
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Leary phoned me after giving him a copy of this paper at his 
standup philosophy routine. Said my work was “brilliant and 
beautiful” and he wanted me to write for him. He said I should 
“get away from the Indian thing...” He listed books (Tao of 
Physics, Dancing Wu Li Masters) for me and gave me his con-
tact information.

Storyboard for an animation by Ms. Bones Jones and Green 
Skull (spring 1980); never finished

 GS initiated Ms. Bones Jones, a fellow 

SAIC student, into the club and she and GS 

became a hot item. She inspired GS’s song 

“Rachel” and contributed to the Skull Club’s 

Picture Gallery. GS has nothing but very fond 

memories of lovely Ms. Bones Jones but they 

as a couple were not fated to last.
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Skully and Green Skull, photo by Ms. Bones Jones. The out of focus object in the background is one of 
Green Skull’s Mystic Bone sculptures.

Storyboard, sketches, and frame #66 from a Mystic Bone animation (spring 1980)
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Boner and Mystic Bones from another early vid-
eo by Green Skull (spring 1980)

Skully in a very early Green Skull video (spring 1980)

 GS made the Mystic Bone the 

subject in photography and a couple of film 

animations in the spring of 1980. He also 

used Mystic Bone sculptures and Skully (the 

plastic glow-in-the-dark Skull Club mascot) 

as subjects in his early videos. Skull Club 

member Boner appeared in these works with 

the Mystic Bone. Skully had a starring role in 

GS’s first use of the famed Sandin Analogue 

Image Processor. 

Boner worked with Green Skull on many  
creative and musical projects in the late 

1970s and early 1980s.

Fellow SAIC graduate Ingrown 
Bone

Old friend and creative collab-
orator Tan Turtle Bones in a 
recording studio (early 1980s)

A unique full body Mystic Bone danc-
ing in top hat and tails (fall 1980)

Tan Turtle Bones with close friend Beth Sal-
via (non-member); photo by Green Skull
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Skully appears in GS’s first use of the Sandin Analogue Image Pro-
cessor (spring 1981)

Sketch based on (believe it 
or not) a sine wave (1980-
81)

 After Green Skull graduated from SAIC and 

spent a few years as a musician and sound engineer, 

the SAIC Video Area hired him as an instructor 

in the fall of 1983. There he used SAIC equipment 

to continue developing his art and music. He’d 

occasionally initiate new members into the Skull 

Club.

Show Me A Boner (her secret name) with 
Korea and Silver

Enchanting non-member Sheila McNamee and 
her sons Skull Face (left) and Barnaby Bones 
(right) after they grew to manhood
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 In the fall of 1984 the woman that GS would initiate 

into the club as Flamin Bonin came into his life. Over the next 

many years she would take GS through quite an exhilarating, 

intoxicating, enraging, and enrapturing roller coaster ride. 

Although as a couple Flamin Bonin and Green Skull were 

doomed to fail, he came closer to tying the knot with her than 

with any other woman until his wife (Princess BoneJoy) came 

along years later.

A GS rendering of Flamin Bonin The tantalizing Mega Bolt

Fellow SAIC graduate and 
future boss of GS Ferocious 
Femur

Fellow SAIC graduate Yoni Boney 
from one of her early videos

Green Skull; photo by Ingrown Bone
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Skull frame from GS’s video “History of the Moon” circa 1986

Green Skull; photo by Ingrown Bone

Green Skull and the Sandin Analogue Image Processor in the summer of 1988
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 Green Skull recorded the following dream in his journal entry of January 23, 

1990:

 I’m in the attic. Skully sits on the floor across from me. I say “Skully, come!” 

The skull model slides across the floor to me. I’m quite amazed 

at this. I practice this magic trick more so I can show Tan Turtle 

Bones. At one point the plastic skull is broken. I command him to 

melt his parts back together, but to no avail. I wake, frightened by 

the dream.

Skully Refused To Leave

     At the time, Green Skull lived in the same building as Tan Turtle Bones in a 

Chicago Pilsen neighborhood apartment. They hadn’t had any Skull Club activity going 

on for quite a while. Skully, the Skull Club mascot made from a plastic model skull kit, 

still smiled at Green Skull from his perch on the secret book. Green Skull had had 

enough. Tired of the look of the skull that reminded him of his childishness, he threw 

the head in the trash. Keeping the secret book, he saw that the garbage bag containing 

Skully went into the alley never to return.

 That very weekend Tan Turtle Bones returned from a trip to Wisconsin. He 

brought with him a present for Green Skull that he had picked up on his outing. To 

the jaw dropping astonishment of Green Skull, this gift turned out to be a plaster cast 

(decorated with flex-stone spray paint) of the same head that the model Skully was 

made from. Tan Turtle Bones was as amazed as Green Skull when he learned Skully 

had gone into the trash. Both had no doubt that this was the same head, among other 

distinguishing features they could tell by the bad teeth. Skully had returned!

flexstone skull mentioned in 20th Century Computerized Notes 6-5-95 (no longer in 
Pilsen); Caspar (cat) noted 8-23-92 (in Pilsen? I believe so); dream journal records 
definitely living in Pilsen 4-3-89

Recall how you discovered one’s nervous 
system formulates moving visual forms 

in noise not tuned to a broadcasting 
channel on a TV. You pointed it out to 

Davis.
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A Mystic Bone painting by SAIC friend Carol Redmond (maiden name, 
non-member)

SAIC gang from left to right: non-member Sera Furneaux, 
Clown Bone (above), non-member with glasses whose 
name eludes memory (below), Carol Redmond (maiden 
name, non-member), Boney Elbow, Green Skull

A 3-D SoftImage animated Mystic Bone appeared 
in GS’s video “Electromagnetic Fields Forever” from 
the mid-1990s.

Recall how you wanted to make a 
video with “Starship Trooper” as the 
soundtrack that combined “King of 
Kings” with Star Trek’s “The Cage.”
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Princess BoneJoy age 20 (photo by Howard Legge)

 In the summer of 1995 GS began 

working at Rising Star as a Multimedia 

Computer Specialist. Among many other 

accolades, Rising Star could boast that it 

was the first company to distribute the 

professional Avid motion picture editing tools 

to the midwest and it was a hub for research 

and development in the computer graphics 

and 3-D digital animation worlds. GS would 

eventually initiate four heavy hitters at Rising 

Star, Ferocious Femur, Yoni Boney, William 

DaBone and Iron Skull.

 It was also at Rising Star in the fall of 

1995 that GS would encounter the love of his 

life, the woman who would become Mrs. Green 

Skull, his adored wife Princess BoneJoy. She 

and he would work together on art and other 

projects for the rest of their lives, then bask 

in the golden glow of limitless love for all 

eternity. At least that’s the way they’d like it.
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t was the wee hours in the morning of March 26th, 2006. Green Skull 

and Princess BoneJoy were having some friends over for another of their 

many parties. The festivities had stretched from the Saturday evening of 

the 25th through the hours past midnight. One of their friends caught 

sight of a strange old notebook on a cluttered bookshelf that aroused his curiosity. It 

was titled The Secret Book of the Skull Club and he removed the book from the shelf to 

have a closer look at it.

 Inside the book he found a treasure trove of childish yet frightful drawings and 

writings which amused him. This old kids’ book of spooky stuff impressed him as a 

rare creative find and he inquired as to the nature of the club. Green Skull informed 

him of the club’s history.

 After discussing the details of initiation the friend 

convinced others at the party to join the club with him that 

night. Green Skull initiated the architect friend who chose 

the name Skill Skull, 

12-23-06: earliest backup of what will become “Dry Bones Wet Bones”

10-31-08: pre-release of what will become “Dry Bones Wet Bones” - 
version 2 still lacks lines that mention “Sacred Ghost”

10-31-09: Jango Internet radio starts playing “Dry Bones Wet Bones”
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6/18/13 I dreamt of teaching at a combination church and Art Institute. Buddy 

& Arlene were visiting and Arlene was going to sing in the church. I found myself 

under the Art Institute where there were enormous caverns and many of them. 

They were very very interesting, mostly rocky empty dark space but I was thinking 

of shooting in them or using them for Skull Club rituals. When I return to Mom’s 

house I realize I missed Arlene singing in church but she said it wasn’t her singing, 

it was the little girls she brought with her. I feel relieved. I’m back in the caverns and 

as I’m leaving one of the best ones, two people come in. The first person is very scary 

looking and I think how I could be attacked in such a remote place, but he brushes by. 

We exchange knowing I’m afraid of him and he could harm me. I’m back teaching at 

the Art Institute where my students can explore the open mind totally as evidenced 

by the sprawling sky expressways they can explore (similar in scope to the enormous 

caverns they can also explore). A male black student, a male white student, and a white 

female student are fighting in class and then they’re lying together on a bean bag chair 

making up. I make them separate at least for a while to think about their fighting and 

disturbing class but it is hard for the black to take my advise. I also feel peer pressure 

from the other students when I’m trying to break them up. I’m again in the caverns 

and on my way back to the above-ground area of the Art Institute I keep hearing 
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overweight female staff members talking excitedly about a secret meeting place they’ll 

soon have access to. It suggests there’s a kind of secret clubhouse that Art Institute 

higher-ups meet in. I want to ask them if I can hold Skull Club meetings there but I 

can’t catch up with them.

The above dream had a very interesting time shift. When I’m teaching and the last time 

I’m in the cavern seems interchangeable in the sense that on the one hand the dream 

ends with my trying to catch the overweight female staff members, but it also ends 

with the class. The “edit” seems to be at “I’m again in the caverns...”


